Easier fuel management starts today.
Apply now.
1 888-999-2609
petro-canada.ca/superpass
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Desk chair to driver’s seat

Just because you’re in the office doesn’t mean you can’t have full visibility of your fleet.

SuperPass™ makes it easy to manage fuel costs, track odometer readings, prevent unauthorized spending and report on multiple vehicles. All in real time, from any location.

If at any point you need support, we have a dedicated and local team ready to help you get the most out of the program.

Find us all over Canada

A network that makes life easier on the road

- Driver amenities* include showers, lounges, free Wi-Fi, convenience stores, restaurants, car washes, hot food and Petro-Canada™ branded lubricants**
- One-card access to our nationwide gasoline and diesel network
- More than 1,500 retail stations and 300 Petro-Pass™ cardlock locations
- National diesel network with over 1,100 retail locations
- U.S. partner truck stop network with over 1,300 locations
- Canada’s largest on-island DEF network

Reclaim your time

- Set limits on fuel and non-fuel purchases (by driver or by vehicle)
- Restrict card use by day, time and location
- Easily change restrictions any time
- Choose to have drivers enter their odometer readings with every fuel purchase

Rest easy

- PIN-protected security, assigned to driver, vehicle or station
- Get alerts for unusual transactions and take immediate action
- Instantly manage, suspend or cancel cards

Take control

- 24/7 access to real-time data on SuperPass Online
- View fuel pricing and fully itemized statement summaries
- Choose from more than 30 customizable reports
- Schedule reports to run daily, weekly or monthly
- Send reports through email to automated distribution lists
- Save time by reducing data entry

Prevent unwanted and unauthorized spending with our powerful controls.

Time of day
Day of week
Geography
Fuel grade
Non-fuel purchases
Car wash tickets
Tobacco

More reasons to partner with us

- On-Site Refuelling. To help turn downtime into uptime, we ensure your vehicles, equipment and machinery—in the yard or on the job site—are ready to run when business calls.
- Bulk Fuel Delivery. To help improve efficiency and lower operating costs, we deliver high-quality, seasonally adjusted bulk fuel directly to your job sites—on time.
- Bulk DEF. To help improve your operational performance, we deliver bulk DEF safely and reliably to your site. Our DEF is API certified and meets the required ISO-22241 for product purity.
- Lubricants. To keep the job running smoothly, choose from more than 350 premium Petro-Canada branded lubricants**, specialty fluids and greases—and get them delivered right to you.
- World-class service. We’re always available to offer insights and improve productivity.